AUDITION PACK
Production details

Our production of Of Mice and Men will take place at

Simply Theatre Studios, 23a Avenue de Choiseul,
1290, Versoix.

Production dates
Saturday 24th October at 2.30pm and 6.30pm
Sunday 25th October at 2.30pm and 6.30pm

Want to audition?

If you are aged between 12 and 18 you can book your
audition time by signing up at
www.simplytheatre.com/productions/audtion

Audition details
Auditions for Of Mice and Men will take place on the 19th and 20th September 2020. These
will take place on Zoom. If you are selected for a CALLBACK, you will need to be available
on the afternoon of Sunday 20th September, again on Zoom.
If you want to audition but cannot make these dates please let us know in advance and
we may be able to help.
Auditions will be private sessions, lasting no more than 10 minutes and are bookable online.
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What will I be doing in the audition process?
As part of your audition, you will be asked to perform a small
monologue. These monologues are listed at the end of this pack. This monologue should
be memorized. When learning your monologue, remember to consider where you think
your character is at the time of this monologue, who (s)he may be talking to, and what
they are feeling. How can you get this information over to your audience (audition panel)
through your audition?
You may feel free to choose any of the monologues for your audition, as no matter what
you perform at audition you will still be considered for all parts. This said, if you are
particularly keen on playing a specific part then it would be a good idea to prepare the
appropriate one for audition.
During the audition, you may be asked to perform your scene in different ways. You may
also be asked to sight read other monologues from within the audition pack.
A NOTE ON OUR ZOOM AUDITIONS
Due to Coronavirus, we have decided to hold our auditions on Zoom for this production.
These Zoom auditions will take place with our creative team.
• Make sure to energize as much as you would in a normal audition room.
• Think about your audition environment – no bright lights behind you and enough
space to move around (if needed) and still stay in shot.
• Try to be in a room that doesn’t have an echo to deaden the sound.
• Make sure you use as good a quality camera as you can
For more information on preparing for audition and the audition process, please see our
guide towards the end of this pack.

A note on this production, the process and fees
As the world starts to return to some form of normality, we felt it important to allow students
the opportunity to once again be part of audition-based productions. The joy of live
performance has been sorely missed and with the Swiss Government currently allowing
productions to take place (with the appropriate social distancing of audience members
and safety procedures for casts and production teams to follow), we are cautiously
allowing ourselves to provide opportunities for our students.
To minimize the risk for performers of cancellation, we have decided that we will be
rehearsing this production over the period of one week (October half term), culminating in
4 performances at the end of this intense process. The rewards of working in this way are
immeasurable and students will benefit hugely from this concentrated period of rehearsing
and performance. There will be a ‘Zoom Weekend’ of script work in advance, meaning
students will need to arrive at this full rehearsal week ALMOST off book.
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The fee to be part of this production is 595CHF. This pricing is in line with the regular cost of a
week-long holiday workshop, but for this price you will also receive an additional 6 extra
days, plus 4 free tickets to the production. We realize that this fee is larger than our usual
show fee, however with a vastly reduced audience capacity, meaning far less income, we
currently have no option other than to charge this to ensure that we can cover the base
costs of providing this much-needed professional performance opportunity for our students.
Q: What happens if Government advise changes and the show has to be postponed /
cancelled
We will be asking for show fees to be paid 1 week prior to the start of the in-person
rehearsal week. We feel that this is close enough to the production to decide, with good
certainty, that our show will be able to go ahead.
Once this money is paid, it is non-refundable. If regulations subsequently come in that
make our live production impossible, we will put back up plans in place to make sure
students still get the opportunity to perform the play. What that might be will depend very
much on the government guidelines, but this could be a live-streamed version of the show,
a filmed version of it, or a date postponement (in agreement with the cast).
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A SIMPLY THEATRE ACADEMY PRODUCTION

OF MICE AND MEN
ABOUT THE SHOW
Two drifters, George and his friend Lennie, with delusions of living off the "fat of the land,"
have just arrived at a ranch to work for enough money to buy their own place.
Lennie is a man- child, a little boy in the body of a dangerously powerful man. It's Lennie's
obsessions with things soft and cuddly, that have made George cautious about who the
gentle giant, with his brute strength, associates with. His promise to allow Lennie to "tend to
the rabbits" on their future land keeps Lennie calm, amidst distractions, as the overgrown
child needs constant reassurance.
But when a ranch boss' promiscuous wife is found dead in the barn with a broken neck, it's
obvious that Lennie, albeit accidentally, killed her. George, now worried about his own
safety, knows exactly where Lennie has gone to hide, and he meets him there.
Realizing they can't run away anymore, George is faced with a moral question: how should
he deal with Lennie before the ranchers find him and take matters into their own hands

AN IMPORTANT NOTE:

Please be aware that this play is notable for its particularly offensive language and
prejudicial opinions held by the characters regarding people of color. The complex history
of racism in Northern California and the country at large is a persistent topic of analysis,
discussion, and occasionally censorship with this play. Rather than passively and
unthinkingly accepting the words on the page, we choose to view this facet of the play as
a deliberate choice of Steinbeck’s to represent a time and place in the United States, and
as a chance for us as actors to educate and reflect on these offensive views through the
more-informed lens of the present day.
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Characters

In order of appearance
Please note, this production will be cast gender neutral, however due to the historical
context of the play, roles that are written ‘male’ will need to be played as such.
George Milton
A small, quick-witted man who is Lennie’s de facto guardian, traveling companion, fellow
ranch hand, and best friend. Although he frequently complains about his caretaking
responsibilities, he is obviously devoted to and protective of Lennie. This friendship is what
helps sustain George’s dreams of a better future - a fantasy of a little piece of farmland to
call their own. George has a tendency to posture around others. He and Lennie are
perennially out of work and down on their luck, but they take on these trials together.
Lennie Small
A physically imposing, lumbering, and occasionally clumsy childlike man, also a migrant
worker along with his friend and companion George. His mental disability means that he is
almost entirely reliant upon George for guidance and protection, however Lennie looks up
to his pal with a combination of awe, respect, and love. The two men share a vision of a
farm they will own together, a vision that Lennie believes to the bottom of his heart. He is
gentle and kind, but he has no conception of his own strength, which gets him into trouble.
Candy
An aging ranch handyman, Candy lost his hand in an accident some time ago. He worries
about his future on the ranch and fears the arrival of the day when his age will make him
useless to others. When he hears of George’s description of their dream farm, he offers a
considerable amount of money to join their venture, if only they would include him in the
plans. Candy has an ancient dog he loves dearly
The Boss
The Boss is a stocky and well-dressed man in charge of the ranch George and Lennie land
at. He is also Curley’s father. He is stern but fair-minded employer - an anecdote from
Candy says the Boss gifted a gallon of whiskey to the ranch hands one Christmas. He
makes only one appearance on stage.
Curley
The Boss’ son: a young, impetuous, and combative character. Curley indicates he “has
done quite a bit in the ring” at one time, but now is just “a little guy, alla time pickin’ scraps
with big guys.” He obviously has several chips on his shoulder, many of them regarding his
newly acquired wife of two weeks and the way the other ranch hands look at her. His
jealousy and frequent losses of temper serve to accentuate his essential pettiness - and his
inadequacies.
Curley’s Wife
Only known throughout the whole play by her relationship to her new husband Curley and
a string of unpleasant epithets from the ranch hands, she is a victim of time and place.
Young, pretty, and isolated as the only woman in the play, she is, like many of the ranch
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hands, desperately lonely and has broken dreams of a different life. She is a victim in many
ways, and her preoccupation with her looks gets her - and Lennie - into trouble.
Slim
The consummate ranch hand and the main driver of the mule team, Slim is called the
“prince of the ranch.” And for good reason - he is tall, good looking, strong, and greatly
respected by the other characters for his physical abilities around the ranch as well as his
treatment of the other workers. He keeps his mouth shut unless it is to speak for the weak.
He is an insightful, kind, and a natural leader - and the only other character who seems to
intuit the nature of the bond between George and Lennie.
Carlson
Another one of the ranch hands, he is a thick-bodied man who constantly complains
about the smell of Curley’s old dog. Carlson is a simple man who enjoy simple pleasures,
but he has little sympathy for Curley when convinces him to let him take the dog out back
and shoot it.
Whit
Another one of the ranch hands, noted as a youngish laborer. He is amiable and goodnatured, but a bit of a pushover. He and Carlson are in company together for much of the
play, though when it comes down to it he is the only one who takes Candy’s side over the
killing of the dog - but only for a moment before resigning himself to the group’s will.
Crooks
The proud, bitter, and somewhat cynical black stable-hand, Crooks gets his name, it is
indicated in the script, from his crooked back. He lives by himself and is largely shunned by
the other ranch hands - and he actively shuns them back, regarding any offers of kindness
with suspicion. This bitterness stems from a combination of loneliness and the extremely
pervasive, casual prejudices held by the country at the time this story takes place.
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AUDITION EXTRACTS
GEORGE / LENNY
GEORGE (beginning tiredly and growing angry as be speaks.) God damn it, we could just
as well of rode clear to the ranch. That bus driver didn't know what he was talkin' about.
"Just a little stretch down the highway” he says. "Just a little stretch " - damn near four miles!
I bet he didn't want to stop at the ranch gate... I bet he's too damn lazy to pull up. Wonder
he ain't too lazy to stop at Soledad at all! (Mumbling) Just a little stretch down the road.
LENNIE. (Timidly) George?
GEORGE. Yeh . . . what you want?
LENNIE. Where we goin’, George?
GEORGE. (Jerks down his hat furiously) So you forgot that already, did you? So I got to tell
you again! Jeez, you're crazy!
LENNIE. (Softly) I forgot. I tried not to forget, honest to God, I did!
GEORGE. Okay, okay, I'll tell you again... (with sarcasm) I ain't got nothin' to do. Might just as
well spen' all my time tellin' you things. You forgit 'em and I tell you again.
LENNIE. (continuing on from his last speech) I tried and tried, but it didn't do no good. I
remember about the rabbits, George!
GEORGE. The hell with the rabbits! You can't remember nothing but them rabbits. You
remember settin' in that gutter on Howard Street and watchin' that blackboard?
LENNIE. (Delightedly.) Oh, sure! I remember that ... but ... wha'd we do then? I remember
some girls come by, and you saysGEORGE. The hell with what I says! You remember about us goin' in Murray and Ready's and
they give us work cards and bus tickets?
LENNIE. (Confidently.) Oh, sure, George ... I remember that now. (Puts hand into side coatpocket, his confidence vanishes. Very gently.) ... George?
GEORGE. Huh?
LENNIE. (Staring at ground in despair.) I ain't got mine. I musta lost it.
GEORGE. You never had none. I got both of 'em here. Think I'd let you carry your own work
card?
LENNIE. (With tremendous relief.) I thought I put it in my side pocket. (Puts hand in pocket
again.)
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GEORGE. (looking sharply at him, and as he looks, LENNIE brings hands out of pocket.)
Wha'd you take out of that pocket?
LENNIE. (Cleverly.) Ain't a thing in my pocket.
GEORGE. I know there ain't. You got it in your hand now. What you got in your hand?
LENNIE. I ain't got nothing, George! Honest!
GEORGE. Come on, give it here!
LENNIE. (Holds his closed hand away from GEORGE.) It's on'y a mouse!
GEORGE. A mouse? A live mouse?
LENNIE. No ... just a dead mouse. ('Worriedly.) I didn't kill it. Honest. I found it. I found it dead.
GEORGE. Give it here!
LENNIE. Leave me have it, George.
GEORGE. (Sternly.) Give it here! (LENNIE reluctantly gives him mouse.) What do you want of
a dead mouse, anyway?
LENNIE. (In a propositional tone.) I was petting it with my thumb while we walked along.
GEORGE. Well, you ain't pettin, no mice while you walk with me. Now let’s see if you can
remember where we're going. (GEORGE throws it across the water into brush.)
LENNIE. (looks startled, then in embarrassment hides his face against his knees.) I forgot
again.
GEORGE. Jesus Christ! (Resignedly:) Well, look, we are gonna work on a ranch like the one
we come from up north.
LENNIE. Up north?
GEORGE. In Weed!
LENNIE. Oh, sure I remember-in Weed.
GEORGE. (Still with exaggerated patience.) That ranch we're goin to is right down there
about a quarter mile. We're gonna go in and see the boss.
LENNIE. (Repeats, as a lesson.) And see the boss!
GEORGE. Now, look! I’ll give him the work tickets, but you ain't gonna say a word. You're just
gonna stand there and not say nothing.
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LENNIE. Not say nothing!
GEORGE. If he finds out what a crazy bastard you are, we won't get no job. But if he sees
you work before he hears you talk, we're set. You got that?
LENNIE. Sure, George ... sure. I got that.
GEORGE. Okay. Now when we go in to see the boss; what you gonna do?
LENNIE. (Concentrating.) I ... I… I.. I ain't gonna say nothing . . . jus' gonna stand there.
GEORGE. (Greatly relieved.) Good boy, that's' swell! Now say that over two or three times so
you sure won't forget it.
LENNIE. (Drones softly under his breath.) I ain't gonna .. ·say nothing… I ain’t gonna say
nothing… (trails off into a whisper)

BOSS (+George / Lennie)
BOSS. I wrote Murray and Ready I wanted two men this morning. You got your work slips?
(George Digs in his pockets, produces two slips, hands them to the boss.)
Well, I see it wasn't Murray and Ready's fault. It says right here on the slip, you was to be
here for work this morning. I had to send out the grain teams short two buckers. It won't do
any good to go out now until after dinner. You'd get lost. (Pulls out time book, and goes to
where pencil is stuck between leaves. licks pencil carefully.) What's your name?
GEORGE. George Milton.
BOSS. George Milton. ('Writing.) And what's yours?
GEORGE. His name's Lennie Small.
BOSS. Lennie Small. ('Writing.) Let's see, this is the twentieth. Noon the twentieth. . . . (Makes
positive mark. Closes book, puts it in pocket.) Where you boys been workin'?
GEORGE. Up. around Weed.
BOSS. (To LENNIE.) You too?
GEORGE. Yeah. Him too.
BOSS. (To LENNIE.) Say, you're a big fellow, ain't you?
GEORGE. Yeah, he can work like hell, too.
BOSS. He ain't much of a talker, though, is he?
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CANDY
CANDY (Looks uneasy from George to Lennie and back again) I just come there… I didn’t
hear nothin’ you guys was sayin’. I ain’t interested in nothin’ you was sayin’ A guy on a
ranch don’t never listen. Nor he doesn’t ask no questions. See this dog? I had him ever
since he was a pup. God, he was a good sheepdog, when he was young. (rubs cheek with
knuckles.) How’d you like the boss?
GEORGE. He’s OK I guess.
CANDY. Look out for Curley. The boss’s son. He’s pretty handy. He done quite a bit in the
ring. The guys say he's pretty handy. But ... tell you what, Curley's like a lot a little guys. He
hates big guys. He's alla time pickin' scraps with big guys. Kinda like he's mad at 'em
because he ain't a big guy. You seen little guys like that, ain't you -. always scrappy? Well,
Curley's pretty handy. You know, it never did seem right to me. S'pose Curley jumps a big
guy and licks him. Everybody says what a game guy Curley is. Well, s'pose he jumps 'im and
gits licked, everybody says the big guy oughta pick somebody his own size. Seems like
Curley ain't givin' nobody a chance.

SLIM
SLIM. (speaking to GEORGE.) It wasn't nothing. I would of had to drown most of them pups
anyway. No need to thank me about that. Say, you sure was right about him. Maybe he
ain't bright... but I never seen such a worker. He damn near killed his partner buckin' barley.
He'd take his end of that sack- (.A gesture.) pretty near kill his partner. God Almighty, I
never seen such a strong guy. Funny how you and him string along together. Hardly none
of the guys ever travels around together. I hardly never seen two guys travel together. You
know how the hands are. They come in and get their bunk and work a month and then
they quit and go on alone. Never seem to give a damn about nobody. Jest seems kinda
funny. A cuckoo like him and a smart guy like you traveling together. I seen 'em get mean. I
seen 'em get so they don't want to talk to nobody. Some ways they got to. You take a
bunch of guys all livin' in one room an' by God they got to mind their own business. 'Bout
the only private thing a guy's got is where he come from and where he's goin'.

CARLSON
CARLSON. God almightly, that dog stinks. Get him outta here. Candy, I don’t know nothing
that stinks as bad as ole dogs. You got to get him outa here. I can't stand him in here. That
stink hangs round even after he's gone. ('Walks over, stands looking down at dog.) Got no
teeth. All stiff with rheumatism. He ain't no good to you, Candy. Why don't you shoot him?
Look, Candy. This ole dog jus' suffers itself all the time. If you was to take him out and shoot
him-right in back of the head... right there, why he never'd know what hit him. It ain't being
nice to him, keeping him alive. Look, Slim's bitch got a litter right now. I bet you Slim would
give ya one of them pups to raise up, wouldn' ya Slim. He'd be better off dead. The way I'd
shoot him he wouldn't feel nothin'. I'd put the gun right there. Right back of the head. Got a
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Luger. It won't hurt him none at all. I don't see no reason to wait. Let’ss get it over with. We
can't sleep with him stinking around in here. (To CANDY, apologetically.) He won't even feel
it. (CANDY does not move nor answer.) Come on, boy. That's the stuff. Come on.

CURLEY
CURLEY. Well I didn’t mean nothin’ by it Slim, I jus’ ast you. I didn't mean nothing .. I just
thought you might of saw her.
CARLSON. Why don't you tell her to stay the hell home where she belongs?
CURLEY. (‘Whirls on CARLSON.) You keep out of this 'less you want ta step outside. (Glares
at him, then suddenly sniffs the air, like a hound.) By God, she's been in here. I can smell - By
God, she's been in here. (To GEORGE.) You was here. The other guys was outside. Now,
God damn you - you talk.
GEORGE. (looks worried. Seems to make up his mind to face an inevitable situation. Stands.
Slowly takes off bis coat, folds it almost daintily. Speaks in an unemotional monotone.)
Somebody got to beat the hell outa you, I guess I'm elected.
(LENNIE has been watching, fascinated. Gives his high, nervous chuckle.)
CURLEY. (Whirls on him.) What the hell you laughin' at?
LENNIE. (Blankly.) Huh?
CURLEY. (Exploding with rage.) Come on, you big bastard. Get up on your feet. No big sonof-a-bitch is gonna laugh at me. I'll show you who's yellow. (LENNIE looks helplessly at
GEORGE. Gets up, tries to retreat upstage. CURLEY follows, slashing at him.)

CROOKS (+ Lennie)
CROOKS. (Sharply.) You got no right to come in my room. This here's my room. Nobody got
any right in here but me.
LENNIE. ('.Fawning.) I ain't doin' nothing. Just come in the barn to look at my pup, and I
seen your light.
CROOKS. Well, I got a right to have a light. You go on and get out of my room. I ain’t
wanted in the bunkhouse and you ain't wanted in my room.
LENNIE. (Ingenuously.) Why ain't you wanted?
CROOKS. (Furiously.) 'Cause I’m black. They play cards in there. But I can't play because I'm
black. They say I stink. Well, I tell you all of you stink to me.
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LENNIE. ('Helplessly.) Everybody went into town. Slim and George and everybody. George
says I got to stay here and not get into no trouble. I seen your light.
CROOKS. Well, what do you want?
LENNIE. Nothing . . . I seen your light. I thought I could jus' come in and set.
CROOKS. (Stares at LENNIE a moment, takes down spectacles, adjusts them over his ears,
says in a complaining tone.) I don't know what you're doin' in the barn anyway. You ain't no
skinner. You've got nothing to do with the horses and mules.
LENNIE. (Patiently.) The pup. I come to see my pup.
CROOKS. Well, God damn it, go and see your pup then. Don't go no place where you ain't
wanted.
LENNIE. (Advances a step into the room, remembers and backs to door again.) I looked at
him a little. Slim says I ain't to pet him very much.
CROOKS (Anger gradually going out of his voice.) Well, you been taking him out of the nest
all the time. I wonder the ole lady don't move him some place else.
LENNIE (moving into room.) Oh, she don't care. She lets me.
CROOKS. (Scowls, then gives up.) Come on in and set awhile. Long as you won't get out
and leave me alone, you might as well set down. (A little more friendly.) All the boys gone
into town, huh?
LENNIE. All but old Candy. He jus' sets in the bunkhouse sharp-ening his pencils. And
sharpening and figurin'.
CROOKS. (.Adjusting glasses.) Figurin'? What's Candy flgurin' about?
LENNIE. 'Bout the land. 'Bout the little place.
CROOKS. You're nuts. You're crazy as a wedge. What land you talkin' about?
LENNIE. The land we're goin' ta get. And a little house and pigeons.
CROOKS. Just nuts. I don't blame the guy you're traveling with for keeping you out of sight.
LENNIE. (Quietly.) It ain't no lie. We're gonna do it.
CROOKS. (Settling himself comfortably on his bunk.) Set down. Set down on that nail keg.
LENNIE. (Hunches over on little barrel.) You think it's a lie. But it ain't no lie. Ever' word's the
truth. You can ask George.
CROOKS. (Puts chin on his palm.) You travel round with George, don't you?
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LENNIE. (Proudly.) Sure, me and him goes ever' place together.
CROOKS. (After pause, quietly.) Sometimes he talks and you don't know what the hell he's
talkin' about. Ain't that so?
LENNIE. Yeah. Sometimes.
CROOKS. Just talks on. And you don't know what the hell it's all about.
LENNIE. How long you think it'll be before them pups will be old enough to pet?
CROOKS. (Laughs again.) A guy can talk to you and be sure you won't go blabbin'. A
couple of weeks and them pups will be all right. George knows what he's about. Just talks
and you don't understand nothings (Mood gradually changes to excitement.) It don't
mean nothing, see. You couldn't remember it anyway. I seen it over and over - a guy
talking to another guy and it don't make no difference if he don't hear or understand. The
thing is they're talkin'. (Pounds knee with his hand.) George can tell you screwy things and it
don't matter. It's just the talkin'. It's just bein' with another guy, that's all.

CURLEY’S WIFE
CURLEY'S WIFE. I know Curley ain't here. I wanted to ask Crooks sometin'. l didn't know you
guys was here. I know where Curley went. Got his arm in a sling an' he went anyhow. I tell
ya I come out to ask Crooks something. I try to be nice an' polite to you lousy bindle bums but you're too good. I tell ya I could of went with shows. An' - an' a guy wanted to put me
in pitchers right in Hollywood. (Looks about to see how she is impressing them. Their eyes are
hard.) I come out here to ask somebody somethin'. If you had two bits, you'd be in Soledad
gettin a drink an' suckin' the bottom of the glass. What happened to Curley's hand?
(CROOKS laughs. GEORGE tries to shut him up.) So it wasn't no machine. Curley didn't act
like he was tellin' the truth. Come on, Crooks - what happened? What happened? I won’t
let on to Curley. He says he caught his han' in a gear. (CROOKS is silent.) Who done it?
(Silence) he had it comin'. (She smiles) Maybe now you ain't scared of him no more. Maybe
you'll talk to me sometimes now. Ever'body was scared of him.
GEORGE. (Speaks rather kindly.) Look! I didn't sock Curley.
CURLEY'S WIFE. (Puzzled.) What you talkin' about pebbles? If you didn't sock Curley, who
did? (looks at others. then steps quickly over to LENNIE.) Where'd you get them bruises on
your face? (she speaks softly, note of affection in her voice.) So ... it was you. Well ...
maybe you're dumb like they say. An' maybe you're the only guy on the ranch with guts.
GEORGE. (Suddenly leaps at her ferociously) Listen ... you! You let this guy alone an' get the
hell out of here.
CURLEY'S WIFE. (Defiant but slightly frightened.) You ain't tellin' me what to do. I got a right
to talk to anybody I want to.
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SIMPLY THEATRE AUDITIONS – HELP FOR AUDITIONEES AND
PARENTS
We want to demystify the auditions process and help everyone, particularly those who are new to auditions or
curious about the process, understand what happens and how decisions are made. Everyone auditions for
things at various points in their lives, and we all have to face the highs of success or the lows of not getting what
we want. However, it can be easier to deal with some of the frustration at not succeeding if one has a clearer,
more realistic idea as to why this might be the case, hence this article.
We also want to offer some practical advice as to how best to prepare for auditions as well as how to make the
decision to apply in the first place. Again, there is often a fear that only those who have auditioned extensively
in the past have any chance of getting a role, or that others have some sort of mystical, secret knowledge
which means they get the roles. We hope to clear some of these issues up in this article.
Finally, we are committed to making our auditions a rewarding and fair experience as best we can. (Ultimately,
of course, there will only be one person who gets the role, and many more people will be rejected. This is the
nature of the theatre, for there are always many more good actors than there are good roles.) Moreover, we
firmly believe that auditions should not be about intimidating people, or making them feel judged, but instead
a chance to try to see how they respond to a role, to share the material they have prepared freely and
confidently, and to bring the very best out of them in the process. We want auditionees to leave an audition
session feeling like they have worked hard, been given every reasonable opportunity to show what they can
do, and that they could not have done any better. So this article is also intended to suggest to you how you
can play your part in this.

What can I expect at auditions?
Audition formats vary widely:

•
•

•

Some require the auditionee to present a monologue or song to a panel, with no-one else in the room.
Here the director might just want to see whether, to their mind, you 'fit' the role or not, as well as how
you work under pressure.
Some will ask you to work with one other person as you present your speech or a piece of dialogue. This
person might be another auditionee, or perhaps another actor, or a member of the panel. Here, they
will be exploring both whether you fit the role, as well as how flexible and responsive you are when
working with others. They may also be asking you to work with another actor that they have in mind for
the role, to see if you look right together. For example, it is a sad reality that audiences may find it
difficult to believe in a 5ft Romeo with a 6ft Juliet!
Some will take the form of a workshop, where the emphasis is on asking you to do different things. Here
they might be wanting to see how you work in an environment similar to the rehearsal room, they might
be trying to give you a greater insight into the play so that you can make a stronger connection to the
work. They also might be trying to see how you engage with others, for casting as well as for working
purposes. They might also just find this way of auditioning suits their own skills and observational abilities
better, giving them more time to watch you.

How do I prepare for auditions?
Here are some very simple tips:

•

•

If you have to prepare some text and know it off by heart, do it thoroughly. In the audition you want to
be focusing on the character and what they are saying and doing, rather than being the actor
desperately trying to remember their words. The audition room will be different from your bedroom, so
try performing your speech in different locations. The director will want to know that you are reliable if
they are going to trust you with the responsibility of a role in the production.
Engage imaginatively with what the character is saying and why they are saying it. Remember that
they are speaking to someone else, so engage with what you want them to understand. Even if the
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•
•

•

character is speaking to themselves, they are still doing so for a reason, so try to engage with what you
think that might be.
Whispering the words to yourself often allows you to hear what you are saying in a very direct, honest
way. Doing this might allow you to hear things in the speech that you hadn't noticed before.
To make sure you have learned it fully and deeply, do other activities whilst speaking the speech. The
more you do this, the sturdier your learning of the speech. Also, quite often this will encourage you,
unconsciously, to say it in different ways. This will be helpful in making you more confident, especially if
a director is likely to ask you to do it differently.
Finally, and vitally, the answers to many questions about the speech will be in the play itself. Find out
ALL the simple facts about your character, and make sure you have an understanding of what has
recently happened to them and what is happening to them at this point in the play. If you don't know,
not only will it be very difficult to perform the speech with any sense of integrity or accuracy, but you
will feel silly if a director asks you about the character you are playing and you can’t answer.

How do you cast a production?
If you really want to understand the casting process, try doing it yourself. Think of a favourite character from a
play, film, book, TV programme. For example, James Bond. We associate him with good looks, strength,
tenacity, charm, suavity and ruthlessness. Imagine Daniel Craig, Pierce Brosnan, or an actor like Damien Lewis
playing the role – we find it very easy to believe he has those characteristics. Now imagine Ricky Gervais
playing the role. He is a similar age to Daniel Craig, and a capable actor, but despite his best efforts it would be
hard to believe that he is 007.
Overall, a director is usually trying to find someone who is most immediately 'naturally' suited to the role. We say
‘immediately’ because, although actors are often capable of great transformation, the reality of limited
rehearsal time means that one is often looking for the actor who, in auditions, gets closest to the way the
director understands the character.
The simple truth about auditions is that most people are rejected because they are not the most 'right' person
for the role. Other factors might be a lack of experience, a lack of security in performance, a sense that the
auditionee hasn't shown enough of themselves despite opportunities, not responding clearly to direction, a
sense that the auditionee might not have understood who their character is or why they are saying what they
are saying, a lack of chemistry with other actors, a difficulty in processing instructions clearly....
As you can see, it is therefore unlikely that the reason for rejection will be 'lack of talent' or 'lack of innate ability'.

How do I know if I should audition or not?
At Simply Theatre we would be putting ourselves in an invidious position if we began to suggest to particular
individuals that they should audition. This would immediately create favouritism, false hopes and resentment.
Moreover, we insist that we run an open-door auditions process, and therefore invite anyone who believes they
have the commitment, the energy, the passion and the determination to engage fully with a sustained and
challenging rehearsal process, to audition for one of our productions. If you have a keen hunger and are
prepared to put the work in, then go for it!

Tips for the big day…
•
•
•
•
•

Be confident and try to enjoy the audition as much as possible- remember the team will be there to
help and support you, not to judge you!
Arrive with plenty of time to spare so that you do not add to your nerves.
Warm yourself up in advance both physically and vocally using exercises you will have used in
Academy classes to help warm up the voice and body. If you are short on time, you can easily do
vocal warm-ups in the car on the way there!
Good preparation in advance of your audition is key to helping you feel calm and confident on the
day, giving you the best chance of showing yourself off to the best of your ability.
It is advisable to learn the pieces of script if possible, again to be able to perform it fully and
confidently.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arrive in comfortable clothing (no skirts as they hinder movement) that is easy to move around in for the
dance audition. No jewellery please.
Students with long hair should ensure they have their hair tied back.
Try to enjoy the audition and use it as a fun, learning experience.
Do not make the mistake of believing that you have a part before you do! Building yourself up too
much can lead to disappointment.
Go into the audition with an open mind, looking at it as an opportunity and new experience from
which you will learn.
Do not worry if something goes wrong in the audition. The audition team is there to see the potential,
not to see a finished, polished routine.
Presentation is important. Ensure that even if you feel nervous and everything goes wrong, you smile,
project your voice and try to come across as enthusiastically and confidently as possible.

Good Luck!
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OF MICE AND MEN (GENEVA)
FURTHER INFORMATION
Terms and Conditions
•
•
•
•
•
•

All students must have the permission of a parent/guardian in order to audition and participate.
If successful, on gaining a part, students must agree to pay the show fee of 595CHF in advance of the
rehearsal start date.
On accepting a role, each cast member agrees to attend ALL relevant rehearsals.
Simply Theatre Academy reserves the right to withdraw a cast member from the show if their behaviour is
deemed detrimental to process, or if they miss too many rehearsals without permission.
No refunds will be given once rehearsals have commenced.
Photographs and videos may be taken of students during Simply Theatre Academy shows / rehearsals for
promotional purposes. Simply Theatre Academy reserves the rights to use these photos in print, media and
online.

REHEARSAL SCHEDULE
Due to the limited time to rehearse this production, you must be available for ALL dates listed below.
There will be a more detailed schedule provided to those cast, as not everyone will be needed all day
every day.
Month/Date

Day

Times

October 10

Saturday

October 11

Sunday

10am - 6pm
(On ZOOM)
10am - 6pm
(On ZOOM)

October 17

Saturday

10pm - 6pm

October 18

Sunday

12pm - 8pm

October 19

Monday

10am - 6pm

October 20

Tuesday

12pm - 8pm

October 21

Weds

10pm - 6pm

October 22

Thursday

10am-6pm

October 23

Friday

2pm - 10pm

October 24

Saturday

Times TBC

October 25

Sunday

Times TBC

YES, I can
attend
rehearsal
Attendance
Required
Attendance
Required

NO, I cannot
attend
rehearsal
Attendance
Required
Attendance
Required

Attendance
Required
Attendance
Required
Attendance
Required
Attendance
Required
Attendance
Required
Attendance
Required
Attendance
Required
Attendance
Required
Attendance
Required

Attendance
Required
Attendance
Required
Attendance
Required
Attendance
Required
Attendance
Required
Attendance
Required
Attendance
Required
Attendance
Required
Attendance
Required
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